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number of 12.Write the T nitride formula.      (1mk) What type of relationship is formed between T and nitrogen (1mk) ethanol has a lower molecular weight than butane. Explain why ethanol is a liquid and butane is a gas at room temperature (2mks) The following kit shows that how to prepare a pure Etyne gas sample in the laboratoryIdentify materials (1mk)X ____________________________________Y
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Write down the chemical equation for the reaction that occurs in flask A (1mk) Gas takes up 500cm2 at 270C and 760mmHg.
Calculate its volume when the pressure doubles and the temperature rises to 400C.              (3mks) Chlorine gas bubbles with iron (II) sulphate solution. Explain the comments (2mks) Write the ionic equation for the reaction that is taking place (1mk) Examine the diagram below and answer the questions, who followIdentify cations and anions in solid X (1mk)Cations __________________________________Anions
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Their oxide melting points are given below Oxide Mpt oC SiO2 1728 SO2 -76 Explain this large difference in the melting point of the compounds.  (2mks) Describe how you would obtain a pure sample of sodium carbonate from Carbonate, sodium carbonate and ammonium chloride.   (3mks) Mangarate (VII) ions react with iron (II) ions in h+ ions, according to this reactionMnO4- + 5Fe2+ + 8H+ → Mn2+ + 5Fe3+ + 4H2OSem the number of manganese ion oxidation in manganese ions in manganese (VII) ions (2mks) Which species have been reduced? Explain (2mks) Dry chlorine gas has been transmitted
through hot iron wire as shown in the diagram belowName solid P (1mk) Write the chemical equation for the reaction that forms a hard P (1mk) The following table contains elements W, X, Y, Z in the same group of the periodic table. The letters do not reflect the actual characters of the items. Stop it to answer the following questions: Element Atomic radius (nm) Ionic beam (nm) W 0.072 0.136 X 0.133 0.216 Y 0.144 0.195 Z 0.099 0.181 Is it a group of metal or non-metallic elements? Explain (2mks) Arrange items according to the reactivity order, starting with the least reactive (1mk) Use the following half-cell
standard reduction options to answer questions, given in poMg2+ + 2e-→ Mg -2.36Zn2+ + 2e-→ Zn -0.76Ag+ + e-→ Ag +0,5 80Cu22+ + 2e-→ Cu +0.34 Select two sides of cells that together provide the largest cell potential (1mk) Calculate the potential of a) formed cell.                                   (2mks) Concentrated sulphur (VI) acid is used as a drying agent. Explain why the preparation for ammonia (2mks) is not suitable for drying Use the following bond eutalples, to answer the questions asked after bond bond euthalpies (KJ/Mol) H-H 436 N-H 3 88 N=N 944 Calculated reaction heat: N2(g) + 3H2(g) →
2NH3(g) (2mk) Is the above reaction an exothermic or endothermal? Choosing the cause (1mk) The following compound is formed when alcohol reacts with alcanic acid in the name of the concentrated sulfur (VI) acidGive compound IUPAC (1mk) Determine alcohol and alcanol acid were used for the FormAlcohol __________________________Alkanolic Acid ____________________________ What mass of copper would be deposited when 2 amps of current (1F = 96500 Coulombs, Cu = 63.5) (3mks) When copper metal is started, describe how we can prepare copper (II) carbonate.      (3mks) When the
excess magnesium strip is burned in the air, two products are formed.                  Set two products (1mk) Write two equation reactions, which consist of two products i) above (2mks) Diamond and graphite are two allotropes carbonDefine term allotrope (1mk) In terms of gluing, explain why graphite carry electricity while diamond is not (2mks) 1.23g hydrated salt, MgSO4. XH2O was dissolved in 50cm3 water and the solution diluted to 500cm3 with distilled water. The concentration of the final solution was found to be 0,011 M. Find the X value (Mg = 24, S =32, O =16, H=1) (3 mks) The following measure was
used to compare the effects of the electrical field on the release of radioactive decomposition. Name radiation (2mks)a ____________________________________b ____________________________________c_____________________________________Atsisakyk a and c (1mk) deformation difference Specify the industrial method of ethanol (1mk) Two uses of ethanol (1mk) The following curves were obtained when exactly the same concentration of hydrochloric acid was reacted with 25 g of marble particles. In one case, the acid was first warmed to a higher temperature. Which curve reflects the
reaction using warm hydrochloric acid?                                (1mk) Explain how the temperature affects the reaction rate. In addition to temperature, indicate any other factor that affects the rate of reaction with solids.  (1mk) Examine the energy cycle diagram below and answer the following questions: Name the heat changes marked with †H2 and â⺠†H3.                                                                  (1mk) With this in mind† H2 = -110kJMol-1 and â⺠†H3 = -283kJMol-1 . Calculate the value of single graphite C = 12, O=16 (2mks) ammonium iron (II) sulphate heptahydrate clay â⺠†H1 was gently hot, then in a
strongly dry tube. Please explain the comments submitted.     (3mks) The solution contains 4 g of potassium hydroxide per litre. 25.0cm3 this solution should be 22.0cm3 diluted sulphuricVI acid for complete neutralisation. The acid concentration in the moles is calculated per litre. (K=39, O = 16)                                                                      (3mks) The following structure is a popular compound used for washingSupe why it is a better detergents than soap in both hard and soft water (2mks) Specify one problem with the use of the above mentioned compound.   (1mk) Specify the two properties of carbon (IV)
oxide for which it is suitable for use as a fire extinguisher (1mk) Give one carbon (IV) oxide, except for the fire extinguisher (1mk) Ethanol acid, boiling in the boiling point higher than ethanol. Explain this from the point of view of structure and bonding. (2mks) Drug abuse is a fast-growing problem. Name two addictive drugs (1mk) State one problem that the drug above can cause.    (1mk) (1mk)
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